
 

Thursday 7th May 2020 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
Last week you will have received an invite from Leigh Academies Trust (LAT) to complete 
their online survey about digital learning. The purpose of the survey was to collect parents’ 
and carers' views on the learning provision for students across all of LAT’s 25 schools, and 
is the second survey sent out centrally from the trust since lockdown began. 
 
The team at LAB welcomes feedback from our community as it helps us to understand how 
we are doing and what we can change to improve the education provision and opportunities 
for our students. LAT have shared the responses from the survey with us, and firstly, I would 
like to personally thank all of you who have taken the time to complete it and provide us with 
such valuable feedback. I have shared the many positive and uplifting comments that were 
made with all members of the LAB staff team, and I am happy to report that they were 
gratefully received and provided everyone with a boost of positive energy as we move 
forward during these difficult and unprecedented times. 
 
I also wanted to respond directly to a couple of points made regarding the quantity of work 
set and the delivery of ‘live streamed online lessons’. Neither of these appear significant 
concerns for you all, but as both points were raised more than once, I felt it may help to give 
a clear and detailed response to both points in a letter. 
 
Quantity of work 
Learning remotely means the students in each class are learning in a variety of different 
environments and under very different circumstances. Teachers set work that can be 
accessed by all students and utilise the resources we know are available to all of them at 
home. The lessons set are inclusive and intended to allow every student to engage fully. If a 
child completes their work quickly they should attempt the take it further tasks known as 
TIF’s included in each lesson. If they complete these, and are looking for further challenges, 
they should engage with the TIF section of each curriculum area’s google site, the details of 
these can be found here, or on our online learning page on the website. All students are 
aware they should be attempting these in a lesson if the core learning has been completed. 
 
It is a difficult challenge to provide the right amount of work for each child in our current 
circumstances, I am sure there will always be those who want more or less. Until we find a 
way of achieving the perfect balance we ask that students always complete the core learning 
activity set in lessons and supplement their learning with the TIF tasks available.  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12Fs_fQxKfdZJKjt4M71tSguLSG5Q00FP/view


 

 
We have offered the details of a number of subject specific websites that students can 
access if they wish to do further research or add to the variety of learning opportunities 
provided for them. These can be found here, on our online learning page on the website, 
and new ones are shared every two weeks in our new look Lockdown Newsletter, the first 
edition was shared last weekend and can be found here, or on our website. 
 
Live streamed online lessons 
The staff at LAB agree that the highest quality teaching takes place when the students and 
teacher are together. As school buildings are currently closed this can only be achieved in a 
virtual classroom. LAB teachers are available to provide individual and class support during 
normal timetabled lessons using the chat function of Google classroom. They are not using 
video software to appear on the screen as due to government guidance, our teachers are 
staying at and working from home. For some this means sharing their workspace with 
families, including their own children, or housemates, and this would be an inappropriate 
environment to deliver filmed lessons to our students. We do not currently stream live 
lessons as not all students can undertake their learning at the same time in the day due to 
differing household circumstances. We are working very hard to overcome some of these 
issues whilst following professional safeguarding guidance. 
 
The entire LAB team is hopeful that we will be able to return to school as soon as possible, 
but only when it is safe to do so. Until then we will endeavour to provide the best education 
possible for all our students whatever their need or current circumstance. We continue to 
welcome your feedback as we develop our provision. 
 
Thank you once again for your ongoing support. 
 
Best wishes 
E Smith  

 
Principal  
 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ioGUpzWc-yHpF1Eb7VfrZfkJPd6T6T_c/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ChOeDBjWsGVTLjv4SwmLg0NhZ9NUKitk/view

